Case Study: End Point Security Management

End Point Security Management for a Financial Services
Group in Europe
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Migrate multiple end
points to standardize
a single solution;
avoid renewal costs

Create a centralized
management/monitoring
solution

Setup a delegated
administration model
to enable sites to
manage assets

Design, setup and
planning of McAfee
ePO solution and
migration of all end
points to McAfee;
Setup McAfee solution
components to ensure
minimum bandwidth

Planning,
co-ordination and
migration of
multiple end
points with
minimal impact
to business and
end users

Setup centralized
monitoring and
management
processes to
ensure rapid
incident response

Setup delegated
administrative
model with
necessary rights for
each site to manage
their end points

Enhance security
and reduce
operational costs by
consolidating on a
single end point
security solution

Faster issue
resolution by
enabling centralized
and distributed
management and
administration
capabilities

Rollout planning for
additional solution
components
including Device
Control, DLP

Cost effective
solution with
minimal
impact to
business and
end users

Learn more about our Cyber Security Solutions
About Us
Happiest Minds has a sharp focus on enabling Digital Transformation for customers by delivering a Smart, Secure and Connected experience
through disruptive technologies: mobility, big data analytics, security, cloud computing, social computing, M2M/IoT, unified communications,
etc. Enterprises are embracing these technologies to implement Omni-channel strategies, manage structured & unstructured data and make real,
time decisions based on actionable insights, while ensuring security for data and infrastructure. Happiest Minds also offers high degree of skills,
IPs and domain expertise across a set of focused areas that include IT Services, Product Engineering Services, Infrastructure Management,
Security, Testing and Consulting.
Headquartered in Bangalore, India, Happiest Minds has operations in the US, UK, Singapore and Australia. It secured a $52.5 million Series-A
funding led by Canaan Partners, Intel Capital and Ashok Soota.
For more information visit www.happiestminds.com. Write to us at business@happiestminds.com
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